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Abstract. Trust stands at the beginning of every meaningful interaction between members of any kind of community – be it in the real world or in a virtual one. But how could an application look like that helps to create or even foster
the interpersonal trust of its users? We developed a game – Kokochi – with the
goal to positively affect the interpersonal trust level of its players. We evaluated
Kokochi in two case studies and compared the results with a control group that
didn´t play the game. We could show that playing the game – featuring three
unique game elements to enhance trust: disclosure of personal information
(emotional statements), collaborations (face-to-face) and showing goodwill towards other players (virtual hugging) – resulted in an (significant) higher interpersonal trust level of the subjects after the game than they had before.
Keywords: Emotion, Trust, Location-based gaming, Collaboration
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Introduction

For several decades researchers have discussed about the various definitions of trust
and depending on the research field (Psychology, Social Sciences, Computer Sciences
– especially MAS (Multi-Agent-Systems) and virtual communities – or others) they
associated various properties with the term “trust”. For an overview on these properties of trust see e.g. the works of Kramer (1999), Marsh (1994) and Goldbeck (2005,
2006). Although certainly not complete the following properties are the most noted
ones: Social uncertainty 1 , Commitment (Dellarocas, 2003)1, Goodwill/Benign intent1,2, Reputation1, Consistency1 (Past experience/interaction), Delegation2
(Castelfranchi and Falcone, 1998), Attitude/Mood/Optimism2 (Jones, 1996) and Confidence (Golembiewski and McConkie 1975).
1
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But how could an application look like that helps to create or even foster the interpersonal trust of its users? Which kinds of features are appropriate to help realizing
one or more of the above mentioned properties of trust?

Fig. 1. (top row): Intro, Log in, Home and Timeline screen; (bottom row): Map, Ritual, Community Tree and Player ranking screen

It is a well accepted fact that games can be used to motivate people to take part in
various kinds of activities they otherwise would be more reluctant to do - for example
to do sport activities (Mueller et al. 2007), to look after one’s health (Anderson et al.
2007), learning (Johnson 2010) or even to work for free (like labeling photos on the
web or map the world, Ahn and Dabbish 2008). The first two practices are used in the
research of serious gaming while the later one is featured in the human computation
(Ahn and Dabbish 2008) and volunteered geographic information (VGI) (Goodchild
2007) field.
We use the motivational ability of a location-based game to foster interpersonal
trust in a real-world community of players. Therefore we present the game Kokochi
(Figure 1 shows screenshots of our current build) that implements unique game elements to realize three of the above mentioned properties – social uncertainty, commitment and goodwill:
 disclosure of personal information (emotion statements) – Home screen (Fig. 1)
 collaborations (face-to-face) – Ritual screen (Fig. 1)
 showing goodwill towards other players (virtual hugging) – Home screen (Fig. 1)

Kokochi is both a collaborative and competitive game experience that significantly
affects the interpersonal trust level of its players.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In the next section we will outline the
related work with regard to trust in general and some of its properties that were already used in game-like applications. Section 3 introduces our Kokochi game and its
trust fostering game elements. We evaluated our game in two case studies - described
in section 4 – which results in a significant rise of the interpersonal trust level of its
participants. In the last section we discuss this result and give an outlook on further
studies.
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Related Work: Collaboration, Trust, Emotions

According to the uncertainty reduction theory (URT) after Berger and Calabrese
(1975) – see also Blanchard and Markus (2004) and Virtanen and Malinen (2008) –
one of the aims in every interpersonal interaction is to get to know as much personal
traits of your interaction partner as possible. This personal identity disclosure leads to
more trust and communication between them. As there are numerous personal traits
that one can disclose to other people we were looking at those that are especially suitable for a game-based experience.
Emotions are an essential part of every game-based experience. Research topics
like immersion (Carrigy 2010) and game-flow (Jegers 2007) are well established in
the game research community. And everyone that has played a game with friends or
strangers over the internet or in a living room can tell some funny, angry, sad or happy stories that happened while playing the game. Our idea is to let players communicate their emotions during game play as one part of their personality.
From the literature (Lount 2010) it is known that emotions, or moods (sometimes
there is no clear distinction between the two), can have a significant effect on the
judgments we make about other people. Two main models are extensively investigated in this context. On the one hand we have the Mood-Congruent model (Mayer et al.
1992) that simple says that your judgments are influenced in the direction of your
current mood state. So if you are in a positive (negative) mood your judgment will
also be more positive (negative) too. On the other hand we have the Accommodation–
Assimilation model (Bless and Fiedler, 2006) that makes the point that under a positive mood people are more sensible about clues that either supports a positive or negative judgment of other persons, leading to more or less trust. In either way there seems
to be a positive correlation between mood and how you judge respectively trust other
people. So far neither the Mood-Congruent nor the Accommodation–Assimilation
model has been used in a real-world application.
The works of George and Brief (1992) and others have shown one interesting way
to get people into a positive mood and that is by getting them to do some good task.
They look especially into tasks for the public good where there is no monetary gain to
be achieved. One prominent example is donating money to a non-profit organization
or community service. In correspondence with the above mentioned mood-trust models this could lead to some promising applications as we will see in this paper.

Bernhaupt et al. (2007) and Church, Hoggan and Oliver (2010) are two of the more
recent examples that uses emotions in their research. The first one is a game-like application where the emotional states of office workers are detected via facial expression recognition. The more positive expressions of a player are recorded the faster he
lets a virtual flower grow. The player who first lets his flower fully grow wins the
game. The authors report that this kind of game can increase for example communication between the players.
In the later one the authors present MobiMood, an iPhone app, that lets its users
share their current emotional state. To do this they simple have to select one of the
predefined emotions in the app or create a new one and send it to all the other users of
the app. In addition the location where the emotion was experienced is shared as well.
Though the study was more focused on design principles one interesting result was
that it enhanced the communication between the users also outside of the application
itself. The connection to interpersonal trust was not analyzed.
Research on trust in virtual teams e.g. by Jarvenpaa and Leidner (1999) focuses
more on what kind of effect trust has on the successful outcome of a project. Our
focus is to identify game elements that can help to foster interpersonal trust. In the
same context Lionel et al. (2009) investigate the occurrences of “swift trust” in virtual
teams but don´t propose any specific techniques to build up trust in such teams.
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Kokochi: Emotion-based Collaboration Game

Our game Kokochi is both a collaborative and competitive game experience. The
background story tells about a cherry blossom tree that once blossomed throughout
the whole year and kept the community of the players save from evil. But because the
people living in the community stopped to share their emotional state with each other
the tree withered and lost its protective power.

Fig. 2. The four possible states of the cherry blossom tree in Kokochi; when the last state is
reached the game ends

The collaborative goal of Kokochi is now to help the communities cherry blossom
tree to fully blossom again. The players can achieve this goal by successfully performing a ritual with at least one other player in the game. In order to perform a successful ritual at least one of the collaborative players has to have a specific combina-

tion of emotions that is unknown to them before they start a ritual. The game ends
when the last of four blossom states is reached - Figure 2 shows all possible blossom
states of the cherry blossom tree in the game. The number of cherry blossom states in
our study has been chosen to make the game evenly paced. The one player that helps
most to restore the power of the tree gains a free wish from him (see also 3 for the
corresponding comic strip).

Fig. 3. Scores in Kokochi (FPs = Flower Points)

To achieve this competitive goal of Kokochi a players needs to have the most Flower
Points (FPs) when the cherry blossom tree reaches its fourth blossom state. A player
gains FPs by stating emotions (2 FPs) by getting hugged by other players (4 FPs) and
by successfully performing rituals with other players (10 + 5 FPs for every emotion of
a player that is used to fulfill the required emotion combination) - see Figure 3 for a
structured overview of the point allocation for each game activity. The specific point

counts were chosen so that a game of Kokochi would last – depending of the
number collaborations between the players – on average around a week.
Consequently the game features two kinds of scores one for each goal. The
community score keeps track of the progress of all players in the game – the collaborative game part – and the FPs keep track of the progress of an individual
player – the competitive game part. Players have to keep both scores in mind
when they play the game as they don´t want to end the game by contributing to
the community score before their individual score is high enough. This leads to
some interesting game design decisions that we will discuss in the following when we
look into the individual game elements of Kokochi.
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The game itself is realized as a HTM5 web-application and therefore runs on any
kind of mobile device.
3.1

Stating emotions and virtual hugs

The game features 28 predefined emotions organized in four distinguish categories –
excited, relaxed, depressed and frustrated. All emotions are taken from Russell
(1980). Players can state any emotion freely throughout the game. As emotions can
change rather quickly – according to the literature they normally last no longer than
15 minutes – we made it possible that a player can state up to three emotions during a
period of 20 minutes. During these 20 minutes any combination of emotion statements is possible, the player can even state three identical emotions to emphasize in
some way the strength of her emotion. Figure 4 shows that stating an emotion is simple done by pressing a button.
But the 20 minute time restriction also serves as a soft cheating prevention mechanism. Because we have no way to verify if players truly state their emotion the players could just state continuously any kind of emotion and gather FPs very quickly in
this way. With the time constraint a player has at least to wait the full 20 minutes until
she can state three fresh emotions and there is a clear limit to the number of FPs one
can achieve in this way.
Another anti-cheating measurement is the relatively low amount of FPs an emotion
statements earns a player (2 FPs). He would have to state emotions for more than half
an hour for example to make up for only one ritual that another player could perform
in the same time frame. These measurements together with the way rituals are performed should make it very unattractive for a player to falsely state his emotions.

Fig. 4. Stating emotions (left) and hugging (right)

Every player can give any other player a virtual hug in the game. As stated in the
introduction these virtual hugs should give the players the opportunity to show goodwill towards the other players to rise their and the other players mood within the game
in the long term. Consequently hugging another player is not only a nice gesture like

for example the like-button in Facebook 4 but also bears additional meaning: the
hugged player receives four FPs for free.
Again this could be potentially be misused by pairs or groups of players who hug
each other continuously during the game. That is why each player can only send ten
hugs to another player during a period of 24 hours.
For both, emotion statements and hugs, the GPS coordinate was recorded. This
way a player can see where each of the above described game actions took place by
selecting the Map screen of Kokochi.
3.2

Performing rituals

Rituals are the only way to actually finish the game. A ritual can be performed by two
or more players. To perform a ritual they have to select their ritual partners on the
ritual page in Kokochi and then press the start button – see Figure 5. The game internally then randomly builds an emotion pattern. If the players have stated the emotions
that the game chose for the pattern any time before the collaboration they succeed in
performing the ritual and get their FPs as well as let the cherry blossom tree grow
through the community score. The players only know about the composition of the
generated emotion pattern after the ritual is performed. If the ritual was successful the
players lose the emotions used for that ritual so that they have to state that emotion
again before they can use them in another ritual.

Fig. 5. (left to right): Player 4s ritual screen, Player 3s ritual screen, Ritual successful message

Once again cheating is the main reason to keep the pattern information hidden from
the players. Our goal here was to not give the players any motivation to just state the
emotions needed to successfully perform a ritual but let them state their true emotions.
The emotion pattern changes with every ritual – that is how many emotions are
needed in total, the type of emotion that is needed and how many of each individual
4
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emotion the players need. Figure 5 shows an example of a successful ritual. Here
player 3 and 4 want to collaborate and perform a ritual together. So they meet face-toface, select one another on the list of players and then start the ritual. Note that
Kokochi features no communication function like chatting or email on purpose to
make the players talk to each other face-to-face to initiate the ritual in the first place.
In our example the game generated the pattern (Sleepy, Happy). The (1,1) shows that
both emotions are only need a single time. Now one of the players needs to have stated either Sleepy or Happy or both sometime before this ritual took place in order to
make in successful.
From the literature (Matyas et al., 2009, and Bell et al., 2006) we know that if
players fall behind on a leader board too much they become uninterested in a game
very fast. Kokochi tries to solve this problem with how the emotion pattern is generated by the game.
First of all in the early stages of the game – also depending on how many emotions
the players already stated at the point in time they perform a ritual – every ritual succeeds. This is done to not let the players lose their interest early in the game. Secondly
the emotion pattern is constructed by the game so that – if it is possible – more emotions of the lower ranked player are used for the pattern as from the higher ranked
player in such collaboration. In this way the lower ranked player always gets more
points out of a successful ritual. Therefore the lower ranked players have an incentive
to perform rituals with higher ranked players and the higher ranked players need to
perform rituals either way to finish the game and win.
As for emotion statements and hugs, the GPS coordinate for successful rituals are
recorded and visualized on the Map screen of Kokochi.
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Fostering Trust with Kokochi

To evaluate Kokochi and its trust fostering abilities we conducted two case studies in
February/March of 2012. One 3-week case study with 11 members of our laboratory
(the CCIL5) consisting of 9 male and 2 female players was carried out. Furthermore a
3-day study took place with 6 NAIST university6 students – 5 male and 1 female
players. The age average for the CCIL study was 34,8 and for the NAIST study 29,5.
The participants in the former study were all Japanese researchers and in the later
international computer science PhD students.
At the start of each study the trust score of each participant was recorded using
Rottens (1967) interpersonal trust questionnaire - reprinted in Robinson et al. (1991)
It contains of 25 questions and results in a numeric trust value (ranging from 25 to
125 points). The same questionnaire was used at the end of each study to evaluate the
change in the trust scores for the players. Additionally all players filled out a general
game-related questionnaire after the study that we designed for these studies.
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4.1

Case Study Results

We used a One-Way ANOVA test (using R7 as our statistic software) to verify if the
recorded trust levels of the participants changed significantly. See Figure 6 for the
boxplot of the individual trust scores of the participants before (base) and after (post)
the game for the CCIL (1) and the NAIST (2) study.

Fig. 6. Trust values before (pre) and after (post) the CCIL Kokochi (1) and the
NAIST (2) game (n=11 for base-Group and n=9 for post-Group in the CCIL study
and n=6 for base/post-Group)
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Group

1 158.38 158.38 3.9507 0.06228 .

Residuals 18 721.62 40.09

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Group

1 120.333 120.333 8.1674 0.03549 *

Residuals 5 73.667 14.733

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Table 1. ANOVA result of CCIL game (left) and the NAIST game (right)

The One-Way ANOVA analysis shows a significant rise in trust scores for the players
in the CCIL study (where only the Group average of the trust values was evaluated –
Group, p=0.06228, left side Table 1) and in the NAIST study (where the individual
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trust levels where evaluated - Subject:Group, p=0.03549, right side Table 1). For the
CCIL study we were only interested in the general effect.
Additionally we evaluated both studies in a combined analysis (taking the study as a
factor into account in the ANOVA analysis – labeled as “Experiment” in Table 2).
As the boxplot (left side of Figure 7) and the ANOVA results show the combination of the studies further improves the p-value (p=0.02585) of the analysis – the nonsignificant factor “Experiment” allows us to combine the two studies in the first place.
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Group
1 277.21 277.208 5.5391 0.02585 *
Experiment
1 0.65 0.654 0.0131 0.90982
Group:Experiment 1 0.86 0.856 0.0171 0.89691
Residuals
28 1401.28 50.046
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Table 2. ANOVA result of the combined studies

To verify that the increase in the trust level of the players of Kokochi didn´t result
from influences outside of the game experience we had a control group fill out the
identical trust questionnaire during a two week period in the same time frame as the
two studies took place. See the right side of Figure 7 for the boxplot. In the control
group half of the participants resided inside of Japan (at the CCIL laboratory) and half
were staying outside of Japan (in Bamberg, Germany) – all of them were nonJapanese. The age average was 34,8. The ANOVA results show that there was no
significant effect measurable outside the game experience that may had caused the
trust fostering effect of Kokochi (p=0.488, see Table 3).

Group

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
1 64.0 64.00 0.5074 0.488

Residuals 14 1765.8 126.12
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Table 3. ANOVA result of the control group

4.2

Discussion

For the presented results three factors have to be taken into account. As it is not unusual in case studies in the computer science field both studies are biased towards male
participants. Taken individually the number of participants in both studies was on the
lower end of the spectrum to be able to generalize the presented findings. Taken together we think the number of participants is sufficient. The validity of the control
group is limited as half of the participants did not reside in the same geographic region as the participants of the main studies.

Fig. 7. Left: Trust values of the combined study (base n=17 and post n= 15); Right: Trust values
of the control group (n=8)

In addition to the trust questionnaire a general game-related questionnaire was filled
out by the players after the game and also semi-structured interviews were conducted
with the NAIST game participants. Also different kind of log data was recorded and
reviewed with a custom-build viewer8.
One example can be seen in Figure 8 were we illustrate the temporal flow of the
CCIL game with respect to the number of hugs, performed rituals and stated emotions. What the trend line indicates is that the number of emotions stated during the
game period increases. We take that as an indicator that the game remained interesting for the players till the end and that it gave a sufficient motivation to the players to
state their emotion with it. The same is true for the number of hugs. Looking at the
raw numbers one can see that hugging was nearly as popular as stating emotions. This
is even more surprising as hugging someone gives the players no immediate advantage in the game itself – also no misuse of the hugging feature was observed as
discussed in section 3.1. In this context players agreed (11 out of 14) that getting
hugged made them feel good but only four (with four neutral on this subject) agreed
with the fact that hugging another player made them feel good. We suspect that the
mood leveling of hugging is more subtle than the immediate feeling you have when
getting hugged.

5

Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper we presented the (location-based) game Kokochi that affects the trust
level of its players in a positive way through the implementation of three unique game
8
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elements: emotion statements, hugging and rituals. As we have shown with the results
of two case studies, playing the game results in a significant raise in the players interpersonal trust.
In our further research we will address the limitations of the presented studies, the
number of participants, the bias towards male players and the construction of the control group. We also want to look into a more meaningful usage of the recorded GPS
data within the game experience. Another interesting line of research could be to
compare our presented emotion-based approach with more traditional forms of team
building or sport activities in general.
With the help of more detailed studies we want to evaluate how each of the three
used game elements contributed to the enhanced trust scores individually. Furthermore despite the methods we implemented in the current version of Kokochi cheating
remains – especially in the emotion statement part – one of the biggest concerns with
regard to a real-world usage of this kind of gameful trust building application. Here
the answers of the post-game interviews give a first hint – namely to separate the
emotion stating part from the rest of the game experience. That means that stating
emotions themselves doesn´t earn a player FPs. Players reported that they would nevertheless state their emotions in such a constellation. They especially liked the act that
they could see the emotions statements of the other players.

Fig. 8. Flow of the CCIL game: Number of hugs, performed rituals and number of stated emotions per day
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